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Dear Government Majors and Minors,
This fall’s Government Department newsletter highlights the amazing variety of academic and classroom
experiences that the department sponsors for its majors, including: a day long conference on EU-US relations sponsored by Prof. Ginsberg; the opportunity for collaborative research with faculty (in this case
Prof. Beau Breslin and Matt Rothenberg); the opportunity to study abroad with Government Department
professors (this semester, with Prof. Tim Burns in Paris); and the opportunity to study and work in
Washington and earn Government Department credits (check out George Poor’s experience with the Justice Department through Washington semester program).
We also showcase the wonderful things Government majors have been doing outside the classroom: Government majors were among the recipients of both the prestigious Levine Internship awards last year and
the SGA’s Responsible Citizenship Internship Awards. You’ll
hear from them in their own words about the connections they’ve
been able to draw between their experiences in the classroom and
the outside world. You’ll also see reviews of many events sponsored by the Government Department this semester, news about
faculty, and, perhaps of greatest interest to many of you, descriptions of the six, yes six, topics classes that the department is offering for Spring 2011.
I hope that everyone has a wonderful rest of the semester (work
hard! stay healthy! get enough sleep!) and that you enjoy this edition of the department’s newsletter! Thanks to all who contributed their talents and experiences to it.

Professor Graney
Please look for additional photos of Professor Burns’
semester in Paris on our website and on the Study Abroad
bulletin board here in Ladd Hall!
JZ
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FACULTY NEWS
The first page of the current JHU Press book catalogue features Professor Beau Breslin’s book, From Words to
Worlds. Harvard Law Review writes: “Breslin "(p)rovides a
refreshing break from the common focus on the U.S. Constitution in favor of a global perspective that explores the function of constitutions in many different societies."
Professor Pat Ferraioli and several students from GO224
American Indian Politics and Policy will be attending a conference sponsored by the Center for Indigenous Law, Governance & Citizenship at Syracuse Law School titled PROTECTING AND PRESERVING OUR TREATIES: Polishing
the Silver Covenant Chain in the 21st Century. The conference will focus on the Haudenosaunee Nations, who repeatedly entered into treaties with European Nations and subsequently the United States until 1871 when the U.S. declared
it would no longer engage in treaty making with Indian Nations. For the Haudenosaunee, treaties are not simply documents or pieces of paper, rather they are living relationships
acknowledging our sovereignty that must be protected, preserved, and affirmed.

Professor Graney had a wonderful time presenting a paper
on Euro-Islam in Tatarstan at the International Council for the
Study of Eastern Europe meeting in Stockholm, Sweden this
summer. She is hoping to travel to Puerto Rico in January for
a seminar on the global economy
Professor Flagg Taylor, who is currently on sabbatical, is
putting the finishing touches on an anthology of antitotalitarian writings called The Great Lie: Classic and Recent
Appraisals of Ideology and Totalitarianism due out in the
spring. The volume includes authors such as Vaclav Havel,
Czeslaw Milosz, Raymond Aron, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,
and Hannah Arendt. He is also doing research on a book
called The Removal of Power: Dilemmas in American Constitutional Development, which will look at the President’s
power to remove subordinate officials and how that power has
been understood by different constitutional actors over the
course of our history.
Professor Aldo Vacs will spend his sabbatical this spring in
Argentina and Brazil conducting research.

AC—WE KEEP IT COOL
BEN VAIL ‘11
Student Government Association (SGA) is more than just Senate. SGA is made up of students, clubs, and committees. Academic Council is one of those committees and it something you should know about!
Academic Council’s purpose is to represent student ideas and concerns in all issues pertaining to academics. The SGA Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Logan Brenner ’12, chairs the committee and its members come from student representatives
from all departments and programs at Skidmore. Currently, I am the only Government Department representative and have
sat on the committee since my sophomore year.
Meetings are held weekly and topics of discussion change frequently. The great thing about Academic Council is that faculty,
administrators, and students can address the committee about any pertinent issues. These can include concerns within departments, information about appealing a final failing grade, or how to create a self-determined major. After presentations or discussions, the committee breaks up into subcommittees. Two of these subcommittees plan Major Fair and facilitate Out-ofClassroom Discussion Fund.
**Major Fair is held each semester in the atrium of the dining hall and allows students to learn more about all the majors
Skidmore has to offer.
**The Out-of-Classroom Discussion Fund allows students to get to know professors better and continue the conversation
with a professor outside of the classroom. In the past students and professors have gotten coffee or lunch, attended performances, or gone to sporting events. Each person gets 10 dollars to subsidize the outing reimbursed by SGA. Sounds like a deal
to me!
http://www.skidmore.edu/studentorgs/sga/outofclassroom.html
Academic Council is a great way to get more involved on campus, learn about Academics, and represent the Government
Department. Each department is allocated two representatives and there is still a seat open! If joining AC sounds cool to you
then think about joining. Email Logan Brenner (lbrenner) or Professor Katherine Graney (kgraney) if you are interested!
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GINSBERG RECEIVES INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS HONOR
Roy H. Ginsberg, Joseph C. Palamountain Jr. Professor of Government, has received a rare international honor: he is one of four
scholars in the United States—and 34 throughout the world—
recently named a Jean Monnet Professor of European Integration
Studies.
Jean Monnet professors are senior scholars/teachers specializing in
European integration studies at colleges and universities around the
globe. Under the auspices of the European Commission, the executive arm of the European Union (E.U.), the program provides support for the development of new projects that enhance European
studies, and resources to strengthen existing curricular initiatives in
this area. Jean Monnet professors are part of a broader program designed to increase knowledge and awareness of European integration
through teaching, research, public outreach, and debate.

There are several activities that Ginsberg will be able to accomplish
as a result of his new role, which has a term of three years. They
include the following: bringing Skidmore students to briefings at
the United Nations and the European Union delegation to the U.N.
in New York City, inviting guest speakers from the academic and
policy worlds to campus to address issues connected to the E.U.
and E.U.-U.S. relations, assisting and preparing Skidmore students
who wish to participate in Model European Union, an intercollegiate and international undergraduate simulation of the E.U.
(similar to the Model U.N.), and organizing an annual one-day
teaching workshop at Skidmore for Capital District students and
professors on current issues in E.U.-U.S. relations. Topics could
include cooperation on anti-crime and anti-terror initiatives, the
effects of the Greek financial crisis on the Euro and the dollar, and
EU peacekeeping operations in Africa and the Western Balkans.

Dear Government Students,
I wanted to give you a sneak preview of a workshop I have organized at Skidmore on the European Union and United States. The sessions
will be held in Murray Dining Hall (upstairs) on Nov. 5 from 9:30 am to 4:00 pm. Feel free to come in and out at your convenience and
attend and participate in the sessions that interest you.
“After the Lisbon Treaty: Major Issues in European Union-United States Relations”
9:30 am

Opening

9:45 am to 11:45 am

The crisis in the Eurozone, “Europe, the Euro, and the Global Financial Crisis”
Alan W. Cafruny, Hamilton College and Joerg Bibow, Skidmore College

1:00 to 2:15 pm.

EU police cooperation and antiterrorism/anticrime, “Partner or Push-Over? EU Relations with the U.S. on
Crime Fighting and Counter-Terrorism”
John D. Occhipinti, Canisius College

2:30 pm to 3:45 pm

EU in global security, “Evaluating EU Deployments of Civilian and Military Crisis Management Operations”
Roy H. Ginsberg, Skidmore College

3:45 pm

Closing session

Hope you will take advantage of the opportunity to learn more about these current topics in EU-U.S. relations.
Roy H. Ginsberg

The 7th Annual Haudenosaunee Conference

PROTECTING AND PRESERVING OUR TREATIES:
POLISHING THE SILVER COVENANT CHAIN IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Goldstein Student Center ~ Syracuse University~ Skytop Road

Saturday, Nov. 6th, 8:30am –4:40 pm
Contact Pat Ferraioli if you would like to attend this all day conference
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NOW AND THEN WITH PROFESSOR HOFFMANN,
A GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT AFICIONADO
MONIKA BLODGETT ‘11

Professor Hoffmann has taught in the Government
Department at Skidmore College for almost forty-four
years. As you can imagine, Professor Hoffmann has witnessed many interesting changes on the Skidmore campus
and within the Government department. When asked if he
noticed any significant differences in the students at
Skidmore, he cited movement away from apathy as the
most specific change. Today, Skidmore students are more
academically oriented than in the past. In the eighties, when
Professor Hoffmann overheard student banter, the popular
topics related to downtown bars and gossip. Today, Professor Hoffmann hears students continue to discuss topics addressed in class, and other scholarly issues. If you have recently taken one of Professor Hoffmann’s classes, I am sure
you know that the topics addressed in his comparative politics and international relations courses are controversial and
thought provoking. If you have not taken a class with Professor Hoffmann, I strongly recommend that you do so, as
next fall is his last semester of teaching.
In addition to changes in students at Skidmore,
Professor Hoffmann also brought up some significant differences in the Government department. After completing
his undergraduate studies at SUNY Binghamton (Harpur
College) he went on to earn his masters in Political Science
at University of Pennsylvania. During that time, Professor
Hoffmann remained in contact with one of his undergraduate professors, Dr. Walter Filley, something he recommends that all students do. He advises future and current
alumni to “stay in contact with your professors, have reunions with your professor, and not just fellow students.”
Through his continued contact with Dr. Filley, he discovered that Government department at Skidmore College was
interested in hiring a professor with his expertise. Professor
Henry Galant, the head and founder of the Government
Department at Skidmore was a friend of Professor Hoffmann’s mentor. With Professor Hoffmann’s inclusion the
department grew to seven professors.
Today, the Government Department has ten tenure
track professors. Professor Hoffmann notes that the hiring
process is different now than when he first started. The
most significant difference is that potential hires now have
to deliver a lecture to the department’s faculty and a select
group of students. Professor Hoffmann also notes that there
is more specialization in the department today than when he
first started. He cites a two semester course he formerly
taught on the “Third World” as an example. The class covered Africa, the Middle East, Latin America, and Asia. Professor Hoffmann notes that, “In those days our thinking was
that there was the European or ‘Western’ world and the non

-Western world”. He notes that this thinking soon changed as
these regions demonstrated their importance in the study of
Government.
Today, the Government department has more focused course content, consequently the department “stays
with the times.” At this point in our talk Professor Hoffmann
emphasized the expertise of his colleagues. Some examples
he cited were Professor Ginsberg’s specialization on the EU
and European affairs and Professor Vac’s specialization in
Latin American politics and the region’s relations with the
U.S., Professor Hoffmann spoke fondly of his colleagues
throughout the interview. He noted that the only significant
decrease in the numbers of Government students came following the end of the Cold War most probably this occurred
largely because “everything looked too peaceful.” While the
Government Department has expanded during Professor
Hoffmann’s years at Skidmore, he thinks that the growth has
hit a road block as a result of limitations of the college
budget. However, Professor Hoffmann does feel that it is a
good time to get into the academic teaching field and he
notes, “A whole generation is retiring, mine.”
I asked Professor Hoffmann the big question: “what
do you plan to do in retirement?” He admitted that he does
not have specific plans, but will continue to work on his second book, one which covers his present academic specialty,
India-US relations. When I suggested that retirement did not
necessarily mean the end of his academic career he responded that it “could if no one wants to publish my book.”
The subject matter of his upcoming book is largely
taken from his popular course, “What the U.S. Does Wrong:
Questions from India and Answers From Washington.” Professor Hoffmann formulated this course from his extensive
travel to India, and some work in Washington D.C. He began
traveling to India in 1966 when he was conducting research
for his doctoral dissertation. Since 1997, Professor Hoffmann has traveled to India roughly every other year. He feels
that he has lost count of the number of visits. His travels
have largely been supported by the College which emphasizes the Teacher/Scholar model, a governing principle
whereby faculty will continue their scholarship throughout
teaching at Skidmore. As a result, Professor Hoffmann has
enjoyed extensive travel to India (and elsewhere) in pursuit
of research. When asked if he will continue to travel, he
stated he would, but not for professional research. “My wife
wants to go to places like Scandinavia, Argentina, Peru, and
Spain.” As for his time stateside, Professor Hoffmann’s stepgrandchildren and “grand-dog” will surely enjoy his company and he quipped, “I regard them as my grandchildren,
and they regard me as someone who will always do what
they want.”
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From Henry Adams to Mad Men:
Professor Natalie Taylor’s Scholarship Interests
CAITLIN MAHONY ‘11
A Political Companion to Henry Adams edited by
Professor Natalie Taylor examines the political thought of
Henry Adams, the great grandson of second President John
Adams and the grandson of 6th President John Quincy Adams. Although Henry Adams was part of such a prominent
American political family he never secured public office, and
many scholars seem to remember only this fact when they
recall Adams. In contrast, Professor Taylor emphasizes that
Henry Adams practiced literary statesmanship. Rather than
direct public affairs from the White House or the Capitol
building, Henry Adams sought to influence public opinion
through his novels, his “autobiography,” and his essays. The
female characters of Henry Adams’ novels, especially
Esther, provide Professor Taylor with insight into the female
character of the nineteenth century, how she was understood
by American society and how she should be understood in
terms of political theory.
Since completing A Political Companion to Henry
Adams, Professor Taylor presented a paper on the popular
TV series Mad Men at the annual meeting of the American
Political Science Association. The title of the paper is

“Sometimes [a Woman] Just Might be the Right Man for the
Job:” Domesticity, Femininity, and the Legacy of SecondWave Feminism in Mad Men and focuses on the three leading
characters, Betty Draper, Joan Holloway and Peggy Olson.
Professor Taylor looks at these women as three different understandings of the feminine ideal in the early 1960s. How do
these women facilitate the Feminist Movement? What gives
them their power? What is their relationship to their male
counterparts?
It is these questions, among others, that Professor
Taylor examines in her study of gender politics. She is able to
draw ties between her study of feminism and the political theory of Henry Adams. If Henry Adams’ literary statesmanship
is characteristic of the emerging American Democracy in the
nineteenth century, then perhaps the women who were portrayed in his novels, as well as those who read them, can be
understood as part of that emerging democracy.
American political life, therefore, is not something
confined to the institutions of government, but is also intricately woven into the social spheres of both men and women.

ECHOES OF THE FOUNDING: EXAMINING AMERICA’S CONSTITUTIONAL BIRTH
Collaborative Research Project, Summer 2010
Faculty: Beau Breslin, Professor, Government
Student: Matt Rothenberg ‘12
Abstract: What role does the Founding moment play on
the collective spirit of a polity? How is the narrative of a
country’s constitutional birth told within institutions of
government and how do those stories translate into the
cultural memory of a people? During this collaboration, we
examined the dominant narratives surrounding America’s
constitutional founding from three perspectives. First, we
investigated how presidents appeal to the Founding mo‐
ment in their inaugural addresses. Second, we began ex‐
amining how museums tell the story of America’s birth—
how do museum exhibits represent the mythical status of
the Founders? How do they portray the fractious quality of
their deliberation? Lastly, we have begun to conceptualize
a book project on Thomas Jefferson’s argument that each
generation should have the authority to craft its own con‐
stitutional document.
Commentary: Professor Breslin describes that the research

with Matt really took off with the Jefferson piece.
“Specifically, we tracked down a good deal of information
that will help me with my next book project ‐‐ titled, The
Generational Constitution ‐‐ that explores what constitu‐
tions would have looked like if Jefferson had won the de‐
bate about holding periodic constitutional conventions
every generation or so (he said we should convene a new
drafting convention every 19 years). What would those
constitutions have looked like in the nineteenth‐
century? The twentieth‐century? What about a constitu‐
tion in 2015?”
Regarding research partner Matt Rothenberg,
Professor Breslin writes, “Matt was instrumental in getting
me the material I needed for the project ‐‐ he's always
been a real collaborator/partner. I could not have done
any of this without his tireless work ethic and his un‐
matched enthusiasm for the topic.”
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IN PARIS WITH PROFESSOR BURNS
BY TIM BURNS
One of the more unusual programs
offered to Skidmore students by the Office of
Off-Campus Study and Exchanges is the
Skidmore Fall Semester in Paris. The program
is directed by a different Skidmore faculty
member each year. This year I am the lucky
faculty member, and seven students (six Government majors and an Art History major)
have joined me in Paris for what has become
a truly wonderful semester. The students have
two courses with me, in English, as well as a
course in French language (at each student’s
particular level of proficiency) and a course,
in English, in French history and culture.
Before I tell you about the program,
let me try to offer a sketch of the city that is
both its setting and its main attraction. Paris is
beyond beautiful, quite extraordinary, and
everything I had been led to expect. I have of
course only the superficial impressions of a
tourist; I don’t know what Parisians are being
taught in their schools, and I have little idea of
their contemporary private lives, except what
I overhear in cafés. Most immediately and
persistently striking are the city’s streets and
buildings. They (and the sidewalks, too) are
all stone, and so convey a sense of permanence. They are also fairly uniform and not
too high––usually four or five stories, with
bowing Mansard roofs––in the style of Georges Eugene Haussmann––and with elegant
white facades, and wrought iron railings on
the windows, often with colorful window
boxes of flowers on them, and wrought iron
gates. So unlike New York, Paris’s streets
don’t induce claustrophobia. Courtyards lie
behind the buildings’ wooden doors; the doors
are large but well weighted, so that they open
easily, painted in bright colors, and with
knobs in the middle of them. Cafés spill out
from these buildings on every corner, with
elegant little tables that have a colorful collapsible awning covering the sidewalk. This
makes the buildings, while conveying permanence, seem not staid or dull or sullen, but full
of life. The trees, too, are largely uniform––
beautiful tall sycamores and horse chestnuts.
There are amazing statues and memorials to
the republic everywhere, and hence frequent
reminders that this is a land that is about more
than commerce.
It used to be said that the French and the English represented two versions of modern civilization, the one founded on intelligent sociability or mores, the other on individual initiative or commerce. If the English version
proved to set the dominant tone for moder-

nity, the French version is still alive in Paris.
The Parisians’ fussiness about the way things
must be done (“pas comme ça,” “ça suffit,”
etc.) is really delightful, and a happy change
from what one finds in the States. They seem
tied to the classic, enjoying the pleasure of “le
mot exact” and the perfect meal and the right
walk and the right dress. The latter is more
than fashion or glamour; Parisians seem consciously or not to conceive of themselves as
members of an outstandingly civilized people,
who enjoy one another’s small perfections.
Their jealousy of leisure appears to be part of
the same phenomenon. The cafés are often
full, but not hurried; the chairs all face outward toward the street, as if meant for seating
an audience, yet people sit at them and talk,
for long stretches of time. Or read. There are
no TVs in the cafés, and hence no constant
droning of a newscaster, or canned laughter in
the background. There is no loud music playing, though sometimes at low volume some
music, jazz or classical or current French.
Café patrons sit surrounded by shops specializing in single commodities (meat, cheese,
fish, vegetables, chocolate, pastries, suits,
shirts, etc.) run by a single proprietor, who
will have his few days off per week to enjoy
his leisure, too. In the parks and splendid
gardens, the benches are often filled with
locals enjoying the sun and the greenery. And,
of course, everybody smokes, though with
much more elegance than I do. Many bicycle
riders go past, and of these many are on the
simple bicycles that the city has made available every few blocks, which one can ride for
free for a half hour, and so people ride for
twenty minutes and then park the bikes at a
stop and get another one for 20 minutes, on
and on. But they manage to look classy even
riding their bikes, not hunched over and ready
to speed but sitting upright and peddling easily. (Paris is actually fairly small, geographically, as metropolises go. From its center, one
could bike to anywhere in the city limits in a
half hour.)
My neighborhood, the Marais (3rd
arr.) is particularly charming. It is the old
Jewish quarter, and one of the few neighborhoods not reconstructed by Haussmann in the
19th century. The streets are narrow and full of
shops and cafés and patisseries and boulangeries and bistros. My apartment, a two bedroom with a living room and kitchen, looks
out on a courtyard and is full of light and
cozy. The other tenants in the building are
young and old. When I go out for a smoke, I

sometimes encounter older men and women
having some trouble with the electronic entry
code, or the somewhat heavy iron gate and
plate glass. “Puis-je vous aider?” I will ask,
before pushing the right numbers or opening
the door. They are ever formal and grateful.
“Merci, Monsieur. Vous êtes très gentil.” “Je
vous en prie, madame.” While my spoken
French is not great, few things concentrate the
mind like the threat of being lost or helpless,
so one’s listening and speaking improve rapidly each day. One bright Saturday morning
an eight-year-old boy darted out from the
building, skateboard in hand, artfully weaving
his way through the pedestrians on the sidewalk as he rushed to find his buddies, eager,
as it seemed to me, to conquer the world.
*
*
*
*
*
The students are taking from me
one course on the thought of Alexis DeTocqueville and one course on Contemporary
French Political Thought (Pierre Manent,
Marcel Gauchet, Phillipe Bénéton, and Chantal DelSol). My reasoning in selecting these
two courses was that they would permit us to
be not merely tourists in Paris but part of the
serious life of this great university city, or at
least good interlopers, engaged with the
thought of some of its best thinkers. In choosing the authors for the Contemporary course, I
was extremely fortunate to have the helpful
direction of Professor Flagg Taylor, who is a
specialist in French political thought. Also
very helpful to me was Pierre Manent, one of
the four authors we cover, who is directeur
d’études at the prestigious École des Hautes
Etudes,en Science Sociales. I had met Manent
two or three times over the last 30 years, and I
wrote to him reminding him of our few meetings, adding that I doubt that he remembered
me, but that he had also had my son Daniel in
a course in the Ph. D. program at Boston College, where Manent teaches a three-week
course every fall. He wrote back saying that
of course he remembered Daniel, and would
be happy to visit his father’s classes, and help
arrange visits from the other three authors
whom
we
would
be
studying.
Our study of Manent’s A World
Without Politics has been not only very fruitful, but has brought out the best in our students here. Manent makes no bones about the
disastrous totalitarian tyrannies that were
established in pursuit of putting into practice
Marxist ideology, but he also employs to great
effect Marx’s opposition to the doctrine of
human rights (as it appears in Marx’s “On the
Continued on page 7
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IN PARIS WITH PROFESSOR BURNS,

continued from page 6

BY TIM BURNS
Jewish Question”), to confront bourgeois
democracy with the abiding question of its
fundamentally selfish and alienating nature––
its tendency to see other humans as obstacles
to one’s own gratifications, its deprecation of
political life, its corrosion of citizenship, etc.
Oliver Crook and Sam Bellows had both
studied this text by Marx in Modern Political
Thought, and were able to elaborate on Manent’s remarks for their classmates. (Sam and
Oliver are both working here in Paris on
senior theses on Rousseau as well.) It is likewise terrific to have Michael Kraines and
Evan Gorman in class, both of whom took
my First year Scribner Seminar on the Philosophic Principles of the American Founding and employ what they learned in that
class. For example, Manent argues that the
spiritual significance of a people deciding to
guide their lives by the doctrine of “natural
rights” entails an emphatic rejection of guidance by divinely revealed law. This could
have seemed to some students to be a case of
French parochialism: the American Declaration speaks, after all, of the self-evident truth
that we are “endowed by our Creator” with
unalienable rights, and speaks of “Nature and
Nature’s God.” But as Michael and Evan
were able to point out, Jefferson, the Declaration’s author, speaks in a Letter to Roger
Weightmann, on the 50th anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence, of the document in a way that confirms Manent’s thesis.
(And so President Obama’s recent omission,
in his quotation from the Declaration, of the
phrase “by their creator,” is not so surprising.
And what Manent argues makes perfect sense
even in the American context.)
Manent visited with the students at
my apartment on October 9, answering some
terrific questions from our students for two
hours, with wine and cheese, before joining
us for dinner at a nearby bistro called “Les
Enfants de Paris,” which has a sister restaurant in Manhattan. (For Thanksgiving, we
will be having dinner at Comptoirs de Cartage, a Tunisian restaurant in the Marais
owned by a friend of Skidmore’s Hédi
Jaouad.) Zach Peyser and Alexis Curry had
some particularly good questions for Manent
concerning France and Islamic immigration.
The evening was one of the highlights of the
semester so far, and I am looking forward to
our evenings with the other three authors.
The Tocqueville course has likewise profited from our Parisian location. We
visited the Louvre a few weeks ago to see

paintings that Tocqueville would have
known, including those by the two thinkers
whom he names as representative of democratic and aristocratic art, respectively: Raphael, and David. The students’ assignment
was to find in the Louvre one piece of aristocratic art and one piece of democratic art,
and compare and contrast them, showing
how they illustrate Tocqueville’s discussion
of fine arts in democracy. The Louvre is
enormous almost beyond belief, and so I
asked Bryn Schockmel, who is an art history major, and whom I knew to have already visited the Louvre a dozen times since
we arrived, if she would scope out a tour for
us with the paper topic in mind. She did a
marvelous job, taking us through a room
full of paintings by Ruebens commissioned
by Marie deMedici, wife and of Henry IV
and mother of three French kings, and onward to five other rooms that had just what
we were looking for. It was great to have
Bryn directing this tour. The resulting papers were terrific––very thoughtful and
written with the excellent style for which
our Government majors are justly proud.
(My own favorite work of art I found not in
the museum proper but in a building owned
by the Louvre, where there are shops selling
beautiful antiquities. It is a sculpture of
pankratiasts, after a copy by Magnier of a
Roman original.)
The Louvre trip was one of a half
dozen excursions that we have undertaken.
They began at Fontainebleau, outside of
Paris, where we had a chance to tour the
château of the kings who had made France
and who had ruled it under what Tocqueville calls “l’ancien régime.” We were
very fortunate to be guided on the tour by
Gilles Popineau d’Arthon, director of Universités américaines en Franc and a Plantagenet, descended from Henry IV. At Sens,
in Burgundy, we visited with Gilles the
city’s beautiful and important gothic cathedral. Unlike Notre Dame, it has not been
restored since the destruction it suffered at
the time of the revolution. All the heads of
the saints over its doorways, for example,
remain lopped off. So our students were
able to see visible reminders of the fury of
the anti-clericalism and secularism that
accompanied the French revolution––a
secular version of what one saw more recently with the Taliban in Afghanistan––and
to reflect on France’s sustained official
commitment to secularization. Alex Curry
has decided to write a senior thesis on Mus-

lim assimilation in this unique French context. We have also had very helpful guided
tours of the Musée de Carnavalet, and of
Notre Dame. And we spent a day touring
the château and splendid gardens of Versailles.
There have been a few disappointments. While we were able to visit the Rue
deTocqueville for some photo ops, neither
Tocqueville’s birthplace––near the Église
Madeleine––nor the house on the left bank
in which he wrote Democracy in America,
remain standing, nor are the locations even
marked, as so many in Paris are, by historical markers. But Tocqueville’s château in
Normandy is still there—in the hamlet of
Tocqueville, and accompanied by the
Skidmore students here for Junior Year
Abroad, we paid a visit to it in mid-October.
The Count and Countess were as it happens
in the United States, at a United Way fundraiser, but we were given a terrific tour of
the château by the steward. It remains the
private residence of the Tocquevilles, and so
is closed to the public; the Tocquevilles’
permission for us to see the residence was
therefore particularly generous and gratifying. Attached is a photo of the whole group
in Tocqueville’s library, one of the front of
the chateau, and one of the many charming
and well kept villages through which we
passed in the countryside of Normandy.
On the same trip through Normandy, we
stopped at Omaha Beach and its American
Cemetery, whose proximity to the beach
makes the visit particularly moving. Breakers crash and stiff winds blow continuously
off the sea along the shores where the liberation of France by the American and British forces began, with heavy and noble sacrifice for Americans. Row upon row of
white crosses and Magen David stand at
permanent attention in deep green lawns to
mark the graves of those who made that
sacrifice. Particularly moving are the many
gravestones that say: “Here Rests In Honored Glory A Comrade In Arms Known But
To God…” The cemetery brought home the
greatness of the war against Nazism and
America’s role in that war. It really brought
home, too, the greatness of Lyndon Johnson’s words (delivered by Dean Rusk) to
Charles DeGaulle, when the latter withdrew
France from NATO and ordered the removal of American military personnel from
French soil. “Does your order include the
removal of the bodies of American soldiers
Continued on page 8
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IN PARIS WITH PROFESSOR BURNS,

continued from page 7

BY TIM BURNS
in France’s cemeteries?” One suspects Johnson knew how hard the force of such words
would be felt by a man of DeGaulle’s sensibilities. Finally, we visited the stunning,
spectacular medieval town and monastery of
Mont St. Michel.
In addition to our official planned
excursions, students have also kindly invited
me out for coffee, dinner, or drinks, which
has allowed all of us to talk, share our adventures and misadventures, tease, joke, laugh
like so many Falstaffs, and argue for hours,
so that they have all become quite dear to me.
(I’ve also been happy to get to know some of
the JYA students here.) They then return to
their respective home-stays. As fortune
would have it, we are here at a time when
their host families have had occasion to admire Americans and what they stand for: just
as we were studying Tocqueville’s account of
Americans as practice-minded rather than
theoretical, some contemporary Americans,
with their technology and know-how, were
assisting the Chileans’ rescue of their trapped
miners; as David Gergen reported, American
driller Jeff Hart, reaching the miners after
drilling for 33 straight days, said simply and
modestly, “we got the job done.” The homestays have afforded our students an opportunity not only to improve their French but also
to learn what daily life is like for a Parisian
family, and to participate in it for a season.
And as they return to their home-stays, I

PHOTOGRAPHS

return happily to my apartment and my
scholarship.

*

*

*

*

*

Ubiquitous internet access and
electronic data storage means that faculty
can easily continue with their own scholarly
work while here, even as they benefit from
opportunities that France has to offer. So in
addition to reading page proofs for a few
other projects, I’ve begun work on a paper
that was accepted for a January 2011 conference in Nice, on democracy and rhetoric.
As it happens, Daniel’s proposal was also
accepted, so France will be the location for
our first father and son tag team. The French
journal Klesis will also be publishing a
French translation of a biography of Leo
Strauss that I recently wrote for an encyclopedia of modern political thought. Even
that translation has yielded a delightful result. I studied French for six years, but it has
been 30 years since I used it for anything
but reading, and I have never before lived in
a French-speaking country. So I took a stab
at translating the piece myself, with the
predictable result that while it was all grammatically correct, it was idiomatically a
mess. Gabriella Ricciardi, who directs the
Skidmore programs in Paris, suggested a
translator, Gabriel Saad, who had been a
professor of comparative literature at the
Sorbonne for many years. He did a marvelous job, and I found him to be, like so many

academics here, a man as gentle as he is
learned. The same can be said of the man
will be editing the issue of Klesis in which
the work will appear, Lucien Oulahbib.
Lucien teaches at the University of Lyon,
and I spent two hours at a café discussing
with him Quine, Strauss, and Heidegger.
Because of his admirable modesty, I learned
only later–– from a Google search––about
the books and numerous articles that he has
published. As I suggested above, in France,
good form still reigns.
One could go on indefinitely,
speaking, for example, of wonderful dinners
with Mike Hall, Skidmore’s Director of
Financial Planning and Budgeting, and his
wife Cathy, and with Kendra Nelson of the
OCSE office, on their visits to Paris. I will
close by simply noting that the ever graceful, smart, professional, and classy Gabriella
Ricciardi has done a terrific job in creating a
program for students and faculty that is both
academically rigorous and very pleasant for
everyone. Each week brings new acquaintances, new discoveries, and more adventures with our wonderful students, whom I
am thrilled to be together with in this magnificent city. Whether you are a faculty
member or a student, you might well consider coming to Paris for a Fall Semester.
The odds are very high that you will love
and
be
enriched
by
it.

FROM PARIS: COURTESY OF PROF BURNS
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“Terror and the Constitution”
SHOMIK GHOSH ‘12

On September 17th, Marc Landy, professor of political
science at Boston College and esteemed scholar in American
government, delivered the first lecture in the Skidmore Government Department’s Constitution Day lecture series. Speaking in
front a mixed audience of students, faculty, and members of the
Saratoga community, Professor Landy’s talk focused on the
unique and extraordinary powers given to the President by the
Constitution to combat terrorism and, perhaps more importantly,
the interpretation of such powers by the Congress and the Supreme Court. Relevant in both content and message, Professor
Landy’s speech offered students and faculty alike a fresh perspective from which to view the executive branch, both in past
history as well as in modern times.
Confronted with the task of condensing such a broad
and voluminous subject into a hour long speech, Professor
Landy examined the relationship between the Executive and the
other branches in times of terror by looking at four separate
moments in American history defined by strong presidential
action in the face of serious national security threats: George
Washington’s issuance of the Proclamation of Neutrality in the
late 1700’s, Abraham Lincoln’s suspension of habeas corpus in
Maryland during the Civil War, Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s
secret pact to help the British at the early stages of WWII, and
George W. Bush’s policy approach to military detainees in the
post 9/11 period.
After describing each of the events, Professor Landy
meditated upon the impact each had on the genesis of an executive branch given large leeway in times of terrorism or foreign
crisis. In spite of strong objections from the Courts and Congress, in each occasion, the Executive was capable of exerting
its own will on the issue at hand, a seeming contradiction to the
principle of checks and balances so fundamental to the entire
concept of American governance. Despite this seemingly large
contradiction, in Professor Landy’s mind, each circumstance
required immediate and swift action from the Executive, even at
the expense of the cooperation of the two other branches. Roosevelt’s decision to use US war ships to patrol the Atlantic
largely ensured the survival of Britain during WWII while Lincoln’s suspension of habeas corpus in Maryland, a state with
strong Confederate sympathies, played a large role in the Union
success in the war.
Overall, Professor Landy’s Constitution Day lecture
provided not only great insight into past executive decisions but
also offered new perspectives from which we can judge future
ones. The increasing employment of terrorism as a method of
asymmetrical warfare, occurring alongside the U.S. wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan, has posed only more questions for a nation
still struggling with itself for a way forward. Should predator
drone attacks be used even with the potential of great civilian
casualties? Can American citizens be assassinated abroad if
deemed to be working against America? Although Professor
Landy’s speech took no position on these issues, its analysis of
the past offered to the audience an important prologue to considering modern changes in the Executive in times of terrorism.
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“Constitutional Reverence or
Democratic Faith?”
IAN KELLY ‘11

Professor Carl Scott’s lecture, entitled “Constitutional
Reverence or Democratic Faith?” was delivered as the second in
a two-part series of lectures honoring Constitution Day. A
marked departure from the first lecture delivered by Professor
Mark Landry concerning executive power, Professor Scott’s
lecture dealt with how we should view the Constitution in the
21st century. On the one hand, we could practice constitutional
reverence, as articulated by James Madison in Federalist 49.
Madison’s argument arose in response to several proposals by
Thomas Jefferson suggesting that there be episodic conventions
to reaffirm the Constitution. Madison argued that constant reaffirmation of the Constitution would imply that it had some natural defect. As political affairs and human beings do have an
irrational side to them, if the people grew to believe there was a
problem with the Constitution, it could lead to a rise in passion
and faction. Rather, instead of constantly reaffirming and thus
“re-debating” the Constitution, we should change it little and
grow to revere it. It is natural to revere ancient institutions, and
doing so strengthens the stability of the nation and respect for
the laws. In addition to this, what are we to revere if not the
Constitution? The President? Such an advent would be monarchical, and antithetical to republican government.
On the other hand sits the possibility put forth by progressive thinker Herbert Croly; that we should not revere the
Constitution, but rather we should have faith in democracy.
Croly argued that while the Constitution was correct for its time,
it had become dated by the beginning of the 20th century. Modern society was completely different from the society the Founders lived in, and thus the Constitution was no longer completely applicable. Croly found Constitutional reverence objectionable on two terms; the first being that Constitutional reverence subjects people to an aristocracy of lawyers, and the second being that reverent trust in the goodness of the Constitution
makes people lazy, and harms their democratic education.
Croly argued that what was necessary for the country
was for there to be democratic faith. The Constitution should
not be viewed as a sacrosanct and static document to be revered,
but as the first “torch” in a series of torches to be carried out by
the ongoing democracy in America. Faith should be put in human values and in the ability of democracy to increase the rights
of everyone, rather than in the idea that the Constitution is such
a perfect document that by remaining true to it everything will
turn out all right.
Professor Scott ended the lecture asking the listeners to
determine for themselves which proposition was better in the
21st century: constitutional reverence, or democratic faith? The
further we get from the founding of the country, the more questions will be raised as to the Constitution’s applicability three,
four, or five hundred years from its writing. And yet, are we to
completely forget the Constitution, and put blind faith in democracy? These are questions which Professor Scott’s provocative
lecture asks us to consider as the forthcoming democratic generation.
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The Levine Internship Award is offered on a competitive basis to support Skidmore students who wish to undertake Government Department internships in fields related
to the practice of American government, politics and/or
law.
Skidmore students from any major or minor may apply.
Students are not required to apply for academic credit, but
proposals must demonstrate the academic aspects of the
internship experiences. Students may propose an internship
in government, political, or legal offices and must demonstrate appropriate academic preparation. Examples of internship sites include: city, state, or federal government
office, federal agencies (e.g., State Department) or international agencies addressing U.S. political and legal issues
(e.g., the United Nations), a pressure group lobbying Congress, or a Presidential library with an emphasis on the
president's politics.
Summer grant is a $3,000 stipend with an application
deadline of April 15, 2011

Summer 2010 Levine Award Recipients
Kate Millar, Class of 2011
As a recipient of the Levine Internship Award this summer, I was able to accept an unpaid internship at a refugee
resettlement and immigration advocacy organization called the International Institute of Boston. Although I was an intern in
the Community Services department, I was able to frequently outsource myself to other departments and gained a wellrounded exposure to the entire Institute. My main projects of the summer included operating a food pantry and the management of its associated grants. I was also able to work with case managers and learned the intricacies of social work in an
immigration context.
The most valuable experience I had was working to assemble a Family Reunification Program at the Institute. The
United States, under the authority of the United States Committee for Refugees and Immigrants (USCRI), has a program
that helps refugees in the United States relocate their family members to the States. While the government has temporarily
suspended most of the program, certain groups and special needs cases may still apply under the guidelines of the program.
Once the program was in effect, the process remained a long and complicated process for those trying to locate and reunite
with their relatives. I worked with families who had been lost to each other or separated for years if not decades. Often I
would spend hours with one client as we filled out paperwork or with those who were put on hold by refugee camp officials
or overseas processing centers. Without the support of the Levine Internship Award, I wouldn’t have had the opportunity to
meet wonderful people, hear their stories or to work with them through a complicated and daunting system.
Amy Bergstraesser, Class of 2011
This summer I worked for Senator Kirsten Gillibrand and Congressman Scott Murphy in Washington D.C. It was
a great experience for me because I was able to work on actual pieces of legislation, go to meetings with the Senator and
Congressman, plan events, write legislative memos, attend the Elena Kagan hearings and much more. It was a nice change
to be trusted enough with my research that I could give it straight to the member of Congress. In the end, it made me realize
that I want a job where I can constantly learn. So while I am not sure if that would be as a legislative staffer, or working off
the Hill with a nonprofit organization, NGO or think tank, the internship was an overall good experience which led me to
the decide to apply to law school next year. I am so grateful for the Levine Scholarship because there was no way I could
have afforded living and working in Washington D.C. without it.
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Responsible Citizenship Awards
The Student Government Association will offer thirty students a Responsible Citizenship Internship Award (RCIA) of $2,500
to participate in an unpaid summer internship. These awards were developed to provide Skidmore students with the opportunity to participate in unpaid internships to gain practical knowledge in their field of study and to further Skidmore College’s
mission to encourage responsible citizenship, as outlined in the Strategic Action Agenda (2009). Students are not required to
apply for academic credit. Students must sign up for a minimum of a 250-hour internship program. The applications are due in
the middle of April. Applicants are required to fill out an application form, a resume, a Personal Statement, a Faculty Letter of
Support, and a list of responsibilities signed by the Internship Supervisor.
RCIA is open to all students regardless of academic major, career interest or class year.

IN THEIR OWN WORDS: RECIPIENTS OF SUMMER 2010 AWARDS
OUTWARD BOUND CENTER FOR PEACEBUILDING
ELANA HAZGHIA
This summer, I
interned at the Outward
Bound Center for Peacebuilding (OBCP). My job
at OBCP was to compile a
database of the 40+ Outward Bound International
schools and research any
conflict resolution programming that they have
implemented in the past.
From this research, we
prioritized our communications strategy with various Outward Bound
schools. OBCP has been running conflict resolution programming with the Outward Bound philosophy of experiential education for over two years. This gave me a lot of freedom to help build the foundation of a start-up non-profit organization. Additionally, I conducted grant and partner organization research for OBCP’s upcoming programs with
Israeli and Palestinian women and business leaders.
The government classes I took at Skidmore provided me with the foundation needed to work in politics or
the non-profit world. Once you are thrown into the “real
world” and have an internship or a job in this field, it is assumed that you have a comprehensive knowledge of world
politics. If you are fluent in a language, it is assumed that
you will be able to converse with partners and clients without
question. One thing I always keep in mind in my government classes is to avoid overarching statements at all costs.
Sometimes this is really difficult when writing an essay, but I
was careful not to jump to conclusions about a race, nation,
and/or group of people. My work at OBCP just magnified

this principle. Outward Bound programs bring together people of conflicting backgrounds that live within one country.
It’s impossible to say all Israelis or all Palestinians are a
certain way, and I feel lucky to have been exposed to future
leaders that want to reshape their country despite the everpresent conflict in which they have been raised.
I would recommend that government majors find a
balance between learning and taking initiative at their summer internships. Do not go into an internship thinking you
know everything—the first couple of weeks, be a sponge.
Learn and read everything about the organization/company.
Then, you will feel comfortable to take initiative when the
time is right to make recommendations and offer your twocents about where you see the organization/company going
in the near future.
CONGRESSMAN SCOTT MURPHY’S SARATOGA OFFICE
OLGA BELTRE
This past summer I interned in Congressman Scott
Murphy’s Saratoga Office. I had a phenomenal experience
interning at the congressman’s office because I was able to
work with great people and learned a lot about what the job
of a member of Congress entails. As an intern, I drafted
letters, attended events, was able to work on congressional
cases and help constituents with their local problems. The
internship experience built on ideas studied in my government classes, and helped me to see the differences between
local and state government.
Interning in Congressman Murphy’s office has
helped shaped my future career path and allowed me the
opportunity to enhance my research skills. I would advise
students to apply for a summer internship in a government
office because the experience allows for the opportunity to
learn about the United States government and the services
that it offers to its people.
JZ
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS: RECIPIENTS OF SUMMER 2010 AWARDS
US COMMITTEE FOR REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS
ELENA CRUZ-ALLEN
This summer I interned at the US Committee for
Refugees and Immigrants in Albany, New York. In my time
there I developed The Refugee Health Coordinator position,
which works with staff and volunteers in efforts to acclimate
newly arrived refugees into the American health system, and
strives to provide them with the resources to obtain the
health care that they need. As the Intern, I created and facilitated a workshop centered on Health Education. One of the
main focuses in this job description is to help with the establishment of a volunteer program that centers on refugee
health. I worked to create a network of volunteer mentors to
help meet the needs of refugees and the resources they can
access. A big part of my job was to reach out to other members of the community to advocate for refugee
health.
This
experience was
very valuable to
me; I plan on
continuing
to
work with refugees in the future.
Sharing
and
learning
from other cultures is a love I have that infuses my passion
for anthropology and future hopes of studying mental health
in different societies around the world. The only advice I can
give is to find an internship that suits your interests, and not
something just for a resume. It could change your life!

AMERICA’S VOICE
WILL SHARRY, CLASS OF 2011
After completing Bob Turner’s class on Immigration Politics and Policy, I wanted to find an internship related
to the immigration issue. I ended up at an organization called
America’s Voice, a non-profit advocacy group that fights for
comprehensive immigration reform (CIR). America’s Voice
sends out press releases on breaking news, conducts polling
to show the support for CIR, organizes rallies etc. all in an
effort towards their specific goal of influencing the media
narrative to be more favorable towards immigration.
While at America’s Voice I had a range of tasks and
responsibilities, such as note taking of conference calls, press
conferences, and congressional events and I helped maintain
the organization’s website by uploading news clips every
morning and updating out-of-date pages. One of the more

interesting tasks I had to
do was to delete all the
racist hate-emails we
would receive on a daily
basis. My favorite job,
however, was writing for
their blog. Almost every
day, I would find a news
story, event, or report
relevant to immigration
and write a blog piece on
it. Blogging was something I had never done
prior but I was happy to
learn. I was even lucky
enough to have one of my
blog pieces picked up and
reposted by the progressive blog DailyKos.com.
Overall I had a
great experience living in
D.C., it was fun to live in a new city and I learned a lot
through my experience working with an advocacy group.
I’ll never forget the passion with which the people at America’s Voice pursued their organization’s mission.
Thanks to the internship at America’s Voice I am
writing my thesis on the American immigration debate in
America, and feel fortunate for having had the firsthand
experience.

UNITED RUSSIA
ANASTASIA RODZIANKO
HISTORY/GEOSCIENCES MAJOR, CLASS OF 2012
I spent the summer of 2010 in Moscow, Russia
interning at United Russia, the leading political party of
Russia. My responsibilities included translating press releases, contacting foreign media based in Russia, organizing
and attending public events for the party and compiling post
-releases.
I worked in an office with three women: my boss,
Zhenya who was in her mid twenties, another press secretary Natalya Vasilievna, who was a working retiree, and
Yana, our supervisor. Perhaps because it was summer, they
were warm and friendly towards me from the very start,
teaching me everything I could ever know about the entire
Russian governmental structure on my first day. It was a
great place to work because everyone was always ready to
help each other out. Continued page 10
JZ
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS: RECIPIENTS OF SUMMER 2010 AWARDS
UNITED RUSSIA
ANASTASIA RODZIANKO
Continued from page 9
Planning the Zasedaniye Gen-Soveta (Annual Meeting of the General Council), the biggest event of the summer,
was when I proved most helpful. They had me translating
press releases, which I then would send out to all the media
groups working in Russia. I was given a list of media companies, all foreign
but working in
Moscow, which I
had to contact
and arrange for
them to be at the
event. They were
not all English
speakers, so my
very small Spanish, French and
German language
skills were put to
the test.
The high points of my internship included listening
to Russian political leaders, such as Gryzlov, give speeches
live and being invited to sit at senatorial meetings. Other
perks included going to work every day in the most typical
and authentic Soviet-era building, equipped with a suspicious
security guard who called me “the American spy” and never
wanted to let me in. The security guards at events did not
know what to do when they came across my American passport. When my boss, Zhenya, tried explaining my internship
they were even more baffled that someone would fly from
the United States to Russia to work for free.
My internship was not directly tied to my major. However,
working within the Russian government gave me an understanding of the workings of the political system. This will
help me in any job that I pursue in Russia, which I plan to do
since I speak the language. Overall, it was a great life experience even though I was not out researching Siberian glaciers
or
anything
geological
like
that.

BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
RITIKA SINGH ‘11
I interned at the Brookings Institution in Washington, DC for ten weeks this summer. Brookings is a think
tank whose mission is as follows: “To conduct high-quality,

independent research and, based on that research, to provide
innovative, practical recommendations to leaders and policy
makers.”I was a research assistant in the Governance Studies
department at Brookings, and I was assigned to work for
three different senior fellows whose scholarship interests
m a t c h e d
m y
o w n .
The project I spent most of my time on was extensively fact checking a book called Detention and Denial: The
Case for Candor after Guantanamo, by Benjamin Wittes, a
senior fellow and Research Director in Public Law at Brookings.
Fact checking this book took me to the Georgetown Law
library, the Library of Congress, and all over Internet databases. The project was time consuming and rigorous, because as someone who knew very little about law and national security going in, I had to learn everything from
scratch. However, as a result, I got to explore and learn a
great deal about some of the most pressing issues we face in
prosecuting and conducting the War on Terror, and I truly
enjoyed how intellectually stimulating the experience was.
Brookings sealed the deal for me. My dream job
after I graduate would be to work at a think tank just like
Brookings, doing policy research and policy analysis. What
surprised me most about my experience was the work atmosphere. For a think tank where so many senior fellows are
such important people in the Washington policy community,
I was constantly surprised by how friendly and genuine everyone was. I was taken out to lunch so many times I can’t
count, I was advised about
my career path and graduate school, and I never
once had to answer the
phone or photocopy anything. It was, by far, the
most rewarding professional experience I’ve ever
had.
I would encourage
government majors pursuing summer internship opportunities to apply broadly
and take initiative. I was rejected from almost every internship I applied for during my semester in Washington, and I
re-applied and applied to more places, even if I didn’t think
they were ideal. Also, one thing leads to another. I had a not
-so-great internship in DC last summer, a mediocre one over
the semester, and then an incredible one this summer. I
know that a big reason I got my internship at Brookings was
because I had prior experience. Lastly, taking initiative at
your internship is incredibly important - nothing will make a
better impression on your supervisors!
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STUDENT TO STUDENT: DANIEL SZJNADERMAN TALKS WITH GEORGE POOR
ABOUT THE WASHINGTON SEMESTER PROGRAM
Last spring, George Poor, a senior government major, participated in American University’s Washington Semester Program. The program provided an excellent opportunity
to become involved and observe this country’s federal institutions firsthand.

munity Oriented Policing Services was founded under the
first Clinton administration in order to lower violent
crimes in target areas by improving the resources of police
departments nationwide as well as broadening the cooperation between communities.

In addition to taking seminars at American University such as Justice and Law, Poor also interned at the Department of Justice in the Office of Community Oriented Policing
Services. Poor seized the opportunity to experience his major.
Within the classroom, he enjoyed the experiential and interactive aspect of his seminars. In addition to written work and
class participation, he also took advantage of the Department’s “speaker’s series” that included talks by prominent
figures such as Attorney General Eric Holder, First Lady Michelle Obama, FBI director Robert Mueller, and other active
FBI agents. Of particular interest were speeches by the First
Lady and experienced FBI agents, one of whom had interrogated Saddam Hussein.

As an intern, Poor’s tasks involved writing reports about target cities and districts, particularly regarding
their funding history. He wrote publication summaries on
community policing and conducted research on individuals
that had business with the office. In the communications
branch, Poor worked with a variety of groups including
congressmen, city officials, and police officers; however,
what he enjoyed most was accompanying Washington
D.C. police officers on tours of duty.

Outside of the classroom, Poor’s internship in the
Office of Community Oriented Policing illuminated processes
and issues within the Justice Department. The Office of Com-

Poor is happy he spent his semester in Washington. He stated, “I’d recommend this program to anyone
who’s hungry to see what the real workplace is like and
wants to gain professional experience.” After a successful
internship, he gained federal employment as a research
assistant during the summer of 2010.

SKIDMORE DEMOCRATS CLUB
AMY BERGSTRAESSER ‘11
THE SKIDMORE DEMOCRATS

ARE COMMITTED TO ADVOCACY AND AWARENESS ON

THE MOST IMPORTANT PROGRESSIVE POLITICAL ISSUES.

THIS

SEMESTER ALONE,

WE HAVE DEBATED, SCREENED MOVIES, PARTICIPATED IN TWO CLUB FAIRS, REGISTERED HUNDREDS OF NEW VOTERS, AND HOSTED TWO SPEAKERS.

SCOTT MURPHY CAME TO CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 19TH AND
TOR KELLY NYKS FACILITATED AN ANIMATED DISCUSSION
LARIZATION ON OCTOBER 21ST.
WE

DOCUMENTARY DIRECABOUT PARTISAN PO-

ARE PLANNING MUCH MORE FOR THE REST OF THE SEMESTER AND EVERYONE

THURSDAY
LOUNGE.

IS WELCOME AT OUR MEETINGS EVERY

7

CONGRESSMAN

PM IN THE

ALSO,

HONORS FORUM

LOOK FOR US IN

SKID NEWS!

AT
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What Counts for What ?
American Government Distribution
GO 231 Environmental Politics and Policy / Turner/ MWF 2:30-3:50
GO 251C Politics of the American Family / Taylor / T/TH 9:40-11
GO 314 Civil Liberties / Ferraioli / T/TH 12:40-2:00
GO 332 American Party System / Taylor / T/TH 2:10-3:30
GO 362 Politics of Congress / Seyb / T/TH 12:40-2:00 and Tu 6-7
GO 367 Communication Law / Ferraioli / T/TH 3:40-5:00

Comparative Politics Distribution
GO 251A Democracy, Identity and Religion in South Asia / Pahwa / T/TH 11:10-12:30
GO 365 Islam and Politics in the Middle East / Pahwa / T/TH 2:10-3:30

International Relations Distribution
GO 229 International Law / Ginsberg / T/TH 9:40-11
GO 339 International Political Economy and the Environment / Ginsberg/ T/TH 12:40-2
GO340 International Human Rights Regime / Graney / MW / 2:30-3:50
GO 366 Terrorism and the Law / Mulligan / MW / 4-5:20

Political Theory Distribution
GO 304 Modern Political Thought / Scott / MWF 9:05-10
GO 341 French Liberal Tradition/ Scott/ MWF 2:30-3:50
GO 351B Xenophon’s Anabasis/ Burns / T/TH 9:10-11
GO 351B Shakespeare’s Political Wisdom/ Burns / T/TH 3:40-5:30
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GO 251A: Democracy, Identity and Religion in South Asia

3 credits

Instructor: Sumita Pahwa
What forms does political identity take in modern South Asia, and how do deep-seated religious, ethnolinguistic and caste divisions shape party politics, civil conflict and democracy in
this region? This course will introduce students to the origins of nationalism in India and
Pakistan and their unique constitutional accommodations of multiple identities. We will consider how caste and religion were reinvented as modern political forces, examine the rise of
Hindu nationalism in India and Islamism in Pakistan, survey the growth of subnational ethnic
and linguistic militancy with a focus on Kashmir, and ask how democracy and authoritarianism have been shaped by fractured identities and deep social divisions. We will also study
recent religious revivalism throughout the region and the growth of ethnolinguistic, tribal and
religious politics in Afghanistan since the 1980s.

GO 251C: Politics of the American Family

3 credits

Instructor: Natalie Taylor

Liberal democracies, such as the United States, are defined by their limited governments and
the ostensibly strict separation between private and public life. Yet, political philosophers and
statesman have always appreciated the importance of the family to the polity. There is a tension between our desire to allow for freedom from government control on the one hand and
our desire to foster a healthy political community on the other. On-going public policy debates often concern a group of social and economic issues commonly referred to as “family
issues.” This course will examine several of those issues. By considering a number of the socalled family issues, you should gain a deeper understanding of the relationship between the
individual, the family, and the political community. As we weigh each of the public policy
issues we will also consider the many competing principles, which influence political decision
making.

GO 351B: Xenophon’s Anabasis

4 credits

Instructor: Tim Burns

A close reading of the Anabasis, the classic account of political leadership written by Socrates'
student, Xenophon, which recounts the retreat of the army of 10,000 Greeks. Cyrus the
Younger has enlisted the Greeks in an attempt to wrest the Persian empire from his brother
Xerxes. Cyrus dies in the initial battle at Cunaxa, however, and the Greek generals are betrayed and murdered. Xenophon himself is then chosen to lead the 10,000 out of Babylon.
They march through the hostile territories of Assyria and Armenia, to the Black Sea and
thence to Thrace and Greece (i.e., from contemporary Baghdad through Kurdish northern
Iraq and Turkey, to the Black Sea and thence to Bulgaria and Greece). The Anabasis has been
read and admired by statesmen, military leaders, and thinkers from Alexander the Great and
Cicero to Machiavelli, Montaigne, Rousseau, Shaftesbury, Benjamin Franklin, and George
Patton. It is also the basis of numerous films and novels––three of them published in 2008
alone. We will be using the new literal edition of the Anabasis translated by Wayne Ambler
(Ithaca: Cornell U. Press, 2008).
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GO 351B: Shakespeare’s Political Wisdom

P AGE 17

4 credits

Instructor: Tim Burns
This course will be devoted to Shakespeare's political wisdom. At least since the time of Aristophanes and Plato, major themes of political theory have been explored through fiction
rather than in treatises or tracts. Through a careful reading of five of Shakespeare's plays (Julius
Caesar, Macbeth, King Lear, The Merchant of Venice, The Tempest) we will examine the following
themes: the justice of a pre-emptive strike; justice in a republic; the pursuit of happiness in the
private realm versus civic life; the longing for the noble or beautiful and its political consequences; religion, commerce, and the destruction of the political; the problematic rule of philosopher-kings; tyranny; the effect of Christian theology on political life.

GO 365: Islam and Politics in the Modern Middle East

4 credits

Instructor: Sumita Pahwa
Starting with the intellectual engagements of Islamic scholars with political modernity in the
late nineteenth century, we ask how and why Islam came to play such an important political
role in the contemporary Middle East, and investigate its relationship with nation-states, colonialism, democracy and modern governments. We will study the growth of Islamist movements that focus on social welfare, on alternative economic models, on creating Islamic states,
and on participating in democratic political orders. We will also discuss Islamic responses to
feminism and human rights, Islamic ‘culture wars,’ new Islamic media and televangelists, the
rise of jihadism and transnational Islamist networks. We will draw on examples from Egypt,
Iran, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and occasionally Jordan, Lebanon and Iraq.

GO 366: Terrorism and the Law

4 credits

A Comparative Study of National Security & Liberty in the War on Terror
Instructor: Scott Mulligan
The principal focus of this course will be to explore various government responses to domestic and international terrorism, especially in the post-9/11 world. This requires an examination
of background concepts in domestic and international law and the power of governments
worldwide to address terrorism in legal, extra-legal and geopolitical contexts. The aim of the
course will be to familiarize students with complex arguments of law, policy and morality in
the national security arena, and on the world stage. In particular, students will confront critical
questions involving specific, comparative examples of U.S. and international responses to acts
of terrorism and explore the future and retrospective impact of these decisions on civil liberties, criminal justice, open government, human rights and international law. In this course, we
will consider the practical issues involved in enforcing laws against terrorism and study the
interaction of law and policy in the context of protecting society from its enemies while preserving the essential values of liberty within the fabric of the law. In this discussion-based
seminar, students will develop advocacy skills in classroom debates, while individual in-class
presentations and final research papers will allow students to explore particular related topics
in greater depth. Documentary films and other materials will further aid our study and discussion of critically important issues at this exciting intersection of international law, geopolitics
and human rights. Prerequisite: GO103 or permission of the instructor.
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